
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 
NFL TEAM GOES LIVE WITH

BIRDDOG EYES P200 AND NDI®

USER STORIES

When there are millions of fans around the world hanging on every word of the Philadelphia Eagles 
Head Coach, Doug Pederson, it’s critical that the gear just works. David Sullivan, Head of 
Broadcast Engineering at the Eagles, turned to BirdDog’s P200 PTZ Camera at the start of the 
2019 Training Camp. The P200 will form an integral part of the live streams to let the fans know the 
ins and outs of the team in the lead up to the regular season.
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There are also plans to roll out a BirdDog Eyes A200 all-weather NDI® camera to be mounted at 
the 50 yard line and used as a safety wide shot for the in-stadium show.

“The P200 has really impressed us. With full NDI video the 

image quality is remarkable and having video, power, tally, 

and control all over a single Ethernet cable makes it super 

easy to setup,” says David, “for the first press conference 

we didn’t even have time to balance the camera so we 

used it in auto mode and the pictures looked great.”

“With its IP67 rating and one cable for power, video, and control the A200 is perfect for 

our plans to install permanently inside the stadium,” continued David, “We’re really excited 

about the flexibility NDI gives us and we really love what the technology is heading.”

BirdDog P200 as the main camera for the press conference live stream

David Sullivan, Broadcast Engineer
with Philadelphia Eagles
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BirdDog P200 as the main camera for the press conference live stream

To view the live stream directly from the BirdDog P200 camera you can click here:
https://www.philadelphiaeagles.com/video/press-conference-doug-pederson-july-25-2019

About P200

P200 is the world’s first full bandwidth NDI® camera and features:

• Sony CMOS backlit sensor

• Sony Image module (Autofocus, Zoom, and Lens)

• Full NDI®

• Triple output, SDI, HDMI and NDI®

• PoE

• 30x Optical Zoom


